Objects such as pedestrians exhibit large intra-class variations, posing significant challenges for visual object detection. State-of-the-art part-based models explicitly model object deformations, but are limited in their ability to handle image variations incurred by other geometric and photometric changes, such as human pose, lighting, occlusions, and large appearance variations. In this paper, we propose a novel approach which uses a spatially-biased hierarchical scheme to map features into a high-dimensional space that better represents the rich set of object appearance and local deformation variations. We propose a new algorithm to jointly learn the classification function and feature pooling in this high-dimensional space, in a structured prediction setting. Our approach achieves the best detection performance on the INRIA pedestrian dataset.
Introduction
Pedestrian detection is an essential problem for many emerging applications such as intelligent video surveillance and automated driver assistance. In the past decade, visual learning approaches have played a fundamental role to advance the state-of-the-art in this research area [4, 10, 6] . However, there still exists a gap between the performance obtained by current systems and the accuracy level required by real-world applications.
A major challenge in building robust visual detectors is how to deal with significant intra-class variations. As shown in Figure 1 , the appearance of humans varies dramatically due to articulation, pose, clothing styles, occlusions, and lighting changes. Most existing object detection methods [4, 12, 22, 16, 17, 25] construct object models with densely extracted image patch features from sliding windows. Strong spatial constraints are usually imposed by orderly concatenating these patch features into a single feature vector, therefore limiting their ability to handle significant appearance variations.
Deformable part-based models [10] relax these spatial constraints by representing an object through a collection of parts arranged in a deformable configuration. Each part captures local appearance properties while the deformable configuration is characterized by spring-like connections between parts. In order to deal with significant appearance variations that cannot be tackled by deformable parts, the notion of multiple "components" was introduced, where each component represents a particular appearance subcategory (e.g., one component for side-view object pose and another one for frontal-view). In fact, this is one of the critical steps for performance improvement as demonstrated by S. Divvala et al. [20] . On the other hand, the computational speed decreases significantly with more components, so current implementations cannot afford too many components for handling appearance variation in object detection.
State-of-the-art image classification techniques [14, 28] employ a large set of visual codewords to model object appearance, generating high-dimensional feature vectors usually comprised of hundreds of thousands or even millions of dimensions with sophiscated coding approaches. These methods, however, are not suitable for traditional sliding window object detection approaches, due to efficiency issues. In [14] , each descriptor is encoded based on k local dictionary words. The coding coefficients are computed using an optimization process. In a sliding window setting, the whole process would be repeated for millions of windows in one image. It would take order of hours for processing an image if we naively extended a method such as [14] to perform object detection.
In this paper, we propose an alternative method which can model object appearance with millions of dimensions, while having similar computational speed to traditional deformable part-based object detectors. Our method benefits from the recent studies in scalable vocabulary tree [18] and spatial pooling [27] . Since a single several thousand dimensional model is not enough to capture all the appearance variations of complex objects such as humans, we employ multiple models by dividing object samples into different groups or nodes using a hierarchical tree structure. Each node of the tree is analogous to a component in the above referenced approaches, as it focus on a particular appearance submanifold of pedestrian images. By leveraging this hierarchical structure, we efficiently map the original low-dimensional feature vector into a sparse, high-dimensional representation, which better models the complex appearance space of humans (see Figure  2) .
Our proposed method does not impose strong spatial constraints among patch features, as we allow them to be re-ordered in the high-dimensional space. We augment features with their relative spatial anchor position, encouraging patches that are spatially close to each other to preserve their relative positions in the new feature space. On the other hand, patches that are far away from each other spatially are not likely to be mapped towards the same dimensions in the new feature space. This is demonstrated in our experiments to be an important reason for the success of our approach. As part of our hierarchical feature mapping scheme, we map each patch in the original feature vector to several nodes in the vocabulary tree from coarse to fine resolutions, while employing a pooling process to select the patch with the most discriminative properties for each node of the tree. Different from other fixed pooling strategies used in convolutional networks [13] or bagof-word models [7] , we learn the pooling operation in conjunction with the classification model, in a structured prediction setting. Our approach achieves the best detection performance on the INRIA pedestrian dataset.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces our features and the proposed hierarchical feature mapping. Section 4 describes our proposed stochastic training process with pooling. Section 5 covers our experiment results. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related Work
Various methods have been proposed for pedestrian detection in the past decade (see [6] for a recent survey). Nearly all modern detectors employ as features some form of histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), popularized by the work of Dalal and Triggs [4] . Combining multiple feature descriptors has also been a trend for achieving state-of-the-art results. Wojek and Schiele [26] showed how a combination of Haar-like features, shapelets, shape context, and HOG features outperforms any individual feature. Wang et al. [25] proposed to combine HOG and LBP features for improved human detection. Dollar et al [5] extended the work of Viola and Jones [24] by applying Haar-like features over multiple channels of visual data, while designing clever methods for real-time processing. To cope with articulations, part-based models have been investigated by several authors [10, 2] . In particular, the approach proposed by Felzenszwalb et al . [10, 9, 8] has been extensively used for object detection. Although impressive results have been achieved by the aforementioned methods, they are still limited in their ability to model the complex appearance variations present in images of object categories such as humans.
Our proposed approach follows a different research direction, motivated by winning systems in the PAS-CAL VOC classification challenge [29, 3] and the ImageNet classification challenge [15] . These methods map local patch features to a high-dimensional space. Zhou et al . [29] employed high-dimensional feature mapping through super-vector coding of local image descriptors. Chen et al . [3] generalized this idea by combining hierarchical matching with high-dimensional feature mapping. Lin [15] developed efficient algorithms to train these high-dimensional features in a million-scale image classification setting. Applying similar ideas to object detection, however, is not feasible due to the computational burden incurred by high-dimensional features. In this paper, we propose a scalable approach using a novel hierarchical feature mapping scheme coupled with feature pooling, within a structure prediction learning framework.
Hierarchical Feature Mapping
In this section, we will introduce how we do the feature mapping combining appearance and spatial information.
In a manner similar to most sliding window approaches, each detection window in an image is divided into N w cells/patches, as illustrated in Figure 2a in which the example is divided into four regions. For each patch, we extract the HOG and LBP features, augmented with their relative column and row anchor position coordinates to discriminate different spatial configurations. Unlike traditional approaches which concatenate these patch features as the final feature vector, this paper proposes to map these patch features into a higher-dimensional feature representation. Figure 2 gives an intuitive illustration on how the feature mapping is performed. We obtain a nonlinear mapping by the use of a hierarchical tree structure. The tree is created from samples of both positive and negative examples. All annotated positive examples and a random portion of negative examples are used when we build the tree structure 1 . Densely extracted patch features are fed to a recursive K-means procedure to generate the tree structure.
Denote F j as the feature vector extracted from the jth patch of dimension D F from a given detection window, and C j as the set of tree nodes passed by a patch in which nonzero entries indicate the corresponding nodes are passed by the patch. The dimension of C j is the same as the number of tree nodes. If a node is passed by the patch F j , we assign the patch to the corresponding node/group. We map the original feature F j to a new representation F ′ j = F j ⊗ C j where ⊗ is the Kroneker product. After mapping, each F ′ j is a N T D F dimensional sparse feature, where N T is the number of tree nodes. Denote M j as the mask of C j which indicates whether the jth patch is active (i.e., whether it will be selected to be part of the final representation) for the assigned group or not. Then the resulting polished mapping is , the final feature representation of the detection window can be expressed as:
So, the matrix M is the feature pooling matrix which specifies which feature vector is active for each node as visualized in Figure 2d . The dimension of Φ(x, y, M ) is around seven million in our experiment. We describe how to compute the mask M j in Section 4.
Efficient Structure SVM Training with Hierarchical Pooling
A unique property of our method is that our method does not employ any predefined pooling strategy like bag of words or spatial pyramid matching. On the contrary, we formulate the pooling step as a learning problem and let the classifier guide the pooling process. The pooling procedure is unified with feature computation, and the hierarchical structure dramatically improve the pooling speed and reduce the quantization error.
To illustrate the pooling process, we take a tree structure with three nodes as shown in Figure 3 . Patch features are assigned to tree nodes hierarchically as described in the previous section. All the patches are assigned to the root node. As an example, the pooling operation for node 2 will select the feature F n2 = arg max Fj F j , W 2 , j = 1, . . . , k, where F j are features assigned to the tree node number 2, W 2 is the classification weight vector. The pooling is performed hierarchically until we reach the leaf node. Assume we have 4 patches in total and the pooled features for node 1, 2, 3 are F 2 , F 4 , F 1 respectively, then the mask M for this pooling configuration is: The first column means F 1 is only assigned to node 3. The third column means F 3 is not associated with any nodes. From the discussion above, we can see that with the hierarchical tree structure, patches will be first assigned to coarse groups, and then fine groups in deeper layers. The pooling is performed hierarchically for these patches with similar appearance and positions in each group. Patches far away from each other are not likely to be involved in the same pooling group, especially in the deep layer. Next we will show how the mask matrix M and the pooling procedure is learned by maximizing the classification score using structure SVMs.
In the training procedure, we have a collection of images and corresponding labeling {(x i , y i )} N i=1 , x i ∈ X , y i ∈ Y. y i is the annotation of the object in image x i , which includes the column and row position of the object (p i 1 , p i 2 ), and the scale of the object p i s . In the following, we denote y p as the bounding box of the object in the image. The feature representation of a ground truth object is jointly determined by the image x, the annotation y, and the mask M .
The goal of the object detection is to learn a discriminative function f : X → Y which predicts the annotation y for a testing image x. Structure learning [21] has shown its outstanding performance in object detection [1, 11, 19] . Motivated by these works, we formulate the training process as a structure learning problem with latent variables. Different from previous approaches, it jointly learns the classification function and the pooling matrix M . The objective function of the regression problem is:
where M 1 is the mask for the ground truth and M 2 is the mask for the candidate annotation. w is the SVM weight vector to be learned. For a given example x i , we want the score of the ground truth annotation max
, w , for any other annotation y.
△(y i ,ŷ i ) is the loss function measuring the distance between two annotations. In our work, we compute the loss function as:
where y i = ∅ means there is no object in the image. y i p i ∩ y p means the intersection area of two bounding box annotations, while y i p i ∪y p means the union area of two bounding boxes.
As discussed above, we map the feature representation through a tree structure to obtain Φ(x, y, M ). Different patch assignment mask M used to select representative and discriminative features for groups will yield different feature representation of the detection window. Determining the mask M is essentially a feature pooling process to select the discriminative patch for each group. The training process involves the latent parameter M for each example which needs to be determined . As explained in Section 3, each column of M indicates the group assignment mask of a patch F j . For groups that the patch is not a member of, the corresponding entries are 0. If a group with the index k only contains F j , then m jk = 1. For groups with multiple assignments, only the patch with the max response to the group classifier, i.e. the inner product between feature F j and the weight vector of the group classifier W k , is selected and the corresponding mask is set to be 1. The final feature representation is obtained as shown in Figure 2e . If a group is not associated with a patch, we put zero as the feature vector. Feature vectors in each group are concatenated according to the group index to form the ultimate feature. Because only a small portion of groups have elements, the final feature representation is sparse. Note that the feature representation in Figure 2 is strictly tied with groups. Group classifiers are updated by these feature vectors in the training process.
Because the objective function is not differentiable, we employ the subgradient descent [19] and use a stochastic update to minimize the cost function. Our algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The hierarchical pooling happens in line 5 of the algorithm.
Experiments
We evaluate our algorithm on the popular INRIA pedestrian dataset which contains 1832 images for training and 741 images for testing. We implement the HOG-LBP feature set proposed by [25] . In our experiment, only 6 neighborhood samples are used to compute local binary patterns which results in 33 dimensional LBP histogram features. For the hierarchical K-means tree, we set k = 10 with a tree depth 5, so we have around 110 thousand tree nodes in total. To align the value range of the spatial feature and the appearance feature, we normalize the anchor position features according to the model width and height. We first compare our approach against the baseline approach that consists of naive concatenation of cell features to show the advantage of our feature mapping and pooling method. Then, we compare our approach against other state-of-the-art approaches. 
As in most of recent object detection works, we use the False Positive Per Image (FPPI)/miss rate curve to evaluate the detection performance. The detected windows with more than 50% overlap with the ground truth annotation is treated as a true detection. If an object is detected multiple times, only the one with the highest score is counted as the true detection, others are false alarms.
We first compare our approach with the baseline which aligns features strictly with respect to their spatial information. Figure 4a shows the performance comparison. The baseline approach has a miss rate 31% when FPPI=10 −1 . Our hierarchical feature pooling with structure learning pushes it down to 17%. Note that in the baseline approach, only patches with exactly the same position are learned together. Instead, our approach takes both the appearance and patch position into account. The superior performance demonstrates that the spatial configuration relaxation significantly improve the detection performance.
An extreme of spatial configuration relaxation may just ignore all patch positions. We did another experiment in which we completely ignore the anchor positions of image patches. In this experiment setup, all the steps are exactly the same except that we did not use the spatial information when we build the tree structure, apply mapping and pooling. The blue curve in Figure 4b shows the performance using pooling without spatial information. It demonstrates that the spatially biased pooling significantly boosted the detection performance. Without spatial information, the detector fires a lot on examples which has complex gradients. It also creates a lot of false alarms around the target object. These two experiments suggest that both the rigid template which strictly aligns features with respect to their patch anchor positions, and approaches which completely discard the spatial configuration are limited in the capability of handling large intra-class changes. Our method is kind of combination of these two. In the coarse layer of our feature mapping, the spatial positions do not play an important role in group assignment which allows for local deformations. In the deep layer, the spatial configuration difference term dominates the distance between the patch and the group. Features with relative larger spatial differences are not likely to be assigned to the same group. So spatial configurations are implicitly captured. trian dataset (the performance of other detectors is obtained from [6] . We achieved the best accuracy. We achieved an Average Precision(AP) of 0.903, compared to 0.882 got by the deformable part based model. The AP obtained by the baseline approach is 0.842. The AP obtained by pooling without positions is 0.224 which is substantially lower compared to other methods.
The detection speed of our algorithm is about 7 seconds per frame with a resolution 640 by 480 which is comparable to the deformable part-based model. The proposed method can also be accelerated using cascades similar as [8] .
Conclusion and Future Work
Combining spatially biased hierarchical feature pooling and structured regression, we proposed a framework to handle large intra-class variation in a principle way. In our approach, each image patch is mapped to several groups hierarchically based on its appearance and anchor position in the detection window. For each group with non-empty elements, the feature representation of the group is determined using the patch which has the maximum group response. The pooling procedure is naturally embedded in the training framework to achieve the best classification. We compared the proposed method with approaches with rigid feature positions as well as the approach only exploring the appearance cues. Our method obtained the best performance. We further did the performance comparison with state of the arts to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In our approach, the patch appearance feature and patch positions are simply concatenated. In future research, we will investigate on applying the same framework to selective bounding boxes [23] for object detection.
